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Abstract 
 
Today, in the “society of the spectacle”1 subjects as theatralisation of city and 
urbanisation of spectacle, performing event as a work of art and spectacle as a 
form of social catharsis, become central topics of the architectural and spatial 
research, as well as theatre and cultural studies. The ways these events define 
identity of modern cities and their lives have in the recent decades become the 
key topic in various and even distant environments, programme orientations, 
genres, formats and means of presentation. 
 
The Balkans, observed from the prospective of political, economic, social and 
cultural processes, with the recent transformation of the Southeast European 
countries, have already acquired global paradigm values. Destruction of the cities 
and urban structure of the Balkans, both physical and spiritual, on one hand, and 
diligent, creative and research fostering of deeply based traditional values of 
counties and environments, on the other, become simultaneous and inevitable 
powers that arise the questions of existentiality and reality, collective guilt and 
personal apologies, meaning of art creation in general, relationship towards the 
inheritance (and especially toward 20th century traditions), and, finally, indication 
or at least anticipation of the new possible ways. 
 
Belgrade has become a synonym for public political stage of the 90’s, not only in 
the region and could be observed as a city-stage – space of political events, 
often unfortunate and always dramatic. Different forms of performances, mass or 
intimate, often prepared and produced to look like spontaneous, changed the 
atmosphere and environment of Belgrade – temporary, but also the meaning of 
these spaces – permanently. 



 
Theatre and performabilty of space after 20th century 
 
As a poly-semantic word, “theatre” also relates to the built architectural 
environment – the theatre building. During the two millennia of its development, 
the theatre has existed in various creative, social and spatial frameworks which 
have directly determined its form. 
 
The 20th century witnessed the rethinking of all traditional and conventional 
values. In the theatre this was marked by the ambition to establish a space which 
suited the needs of modern drama and the conditions of the changed ideological, 
social and cultural context. A pluralism of options arose, rather than a single 
response to the problem of the acting space and auditorium configuration in the 
modern theatre.2 At the same time, the space for theatre performance and the 
architectural structure of the building as a whole were almost always thought of 
as two separate issues.3 Since the question of theatre building as a unit was 
never asked, and modern drama and modern architecture did not manage to find 
a common language, the tendency to abandon theatre buildings in search of 
spaces to suit new theatre sensibilities became one of the most powerful 
developments of modern times.4 
 
Nonetheless, many new values were brought into modern theatre by various 
successful pieces of architectural research, projects and buildings. This 
particularly relates to the relativisation of traditional contradictions existing 
between the social, economic, production and artistic parameters of theatre and 
theatre space. The social character of the house changed permanently, while the 
house itself moved closer towards its original values. The development of stage 
technique and technology also resulted in radically wider possibilities for defining 
both the acting space and scenography. This freed the architect from all the 
responsibilities previously imposed by the permanency of the theatre as a 
building and increased the ephemerality of theatre as an art phenomenon. On 
the other hand, the functional, formal and semantic values of theatre as part of 
the city structure were proved and further developed. Therefore, the position and 
function of modern theatre buildings, in parallel with the development of the 
theatre in different city environments, are becoming part of the overall 
phenomenon of the urbanisation of the theatre act, as well as the theatralisation 
of the urban structure. 
 
This is why the most important questions today, both for architects and theatre 
professionals, are how to identify, explore and exploit performability of the 
environment – built as well as natural, theatrical as well as ‘profane’. And, more 
than ever, in the ‘society of spectacle’ – why to do that. 
 



 
The space, and who does it belong to 
 
The matter of the ownership of the space, which today is one of the crucial 
question of urban planning and urban culture, is not a contemporary 
phenomenon. Croat theatrologyst Slobodan Prosperov-Novak in his book “The 
Planet Držić”5 researches  the ways in which Marin Držić, the most important 
Renaissance playwright from Dubrovnic Republic, conducted the dramaturgical 
subversion in his plays in relation to the owner of the performance. According to 
Novak, performing space owner is the owner of the performance. Since Novak 
does not speak about formal or legal ownership but considers the ownership in 
terms of a relationship, performance is owned by the city authorities. This is how 
we could examine various political or meta-political events in public spaces of 
Belgrade: the Terazije Parliament from 1991, Students’ protest in 1996-1997, 
and, above all, the 5th October 2000 demonstrations. 
 
At the same time, another issue emerged as the essential guideline to the 
character of the space and the character of our relation to the space: the 
question of co-existence of the public and private.  
 
Does the private, intimate space remain the personal, spiritual possession even 
when physically abandoned? If we observe the architectural action as an active 
relation towards the space, do we have the right to intervene in somebody else’s 
space, even if we do not change it directly? On the other hand, who owns the 
public space when the local community has ceased to exist or remained out of 
influence? Since the architectural space defines the life of the people who use it, 
whose lives does our investigation or actions in space relate to? Would the 
introduction of an event into the space result in a need for spatial transformations 
or would the spatial interventions generate new programmes? And again, who is 
it all for?  
 



Theatre – politics – city6 
 
Dealing with those key-issues, the creative team7 of YUSTAT (Centre for 
Performing Arts and Technology) defined the Theme of Serbia’s exhibition at 
Prague Quadriennial8 2007: “Theatre – Politics – City”, with the emphasis on 
triadic character of this relation. Theme was simultaneously related to: each 
phenomenon individually; their mutual relationship; and the unity they form. 
 
Background to this theme is the phenomena that YUSTAT has been continually 
exploring since 1991, especially through the series of four international 
symposiums entitled “Spectacle – City – Identity“9 and six Biennials of Scene 
Design. It is clear that political changes, often unfortunate and always dramatic, 
that stirred geographical and spiritual spaces of Serbia and ex-Yugoslavia, 
formed a pretext for exploring this theme by YUSTAT. Furthermore, big street 
events in 1991, 1996-97 and 2000, represented the peak of this process in terms 
of “theatralisation of the city“ and „urbanisation of spectacle“ that surround us and 
define our lives today. Serbian PQ 2007 theme has been explored within all three 
official categories in belief that architecture and the city, on one hand, and 
performing events and theatrical means on the other, have always been crucially 
determined by the energy and action of young people, especially, students. 
 
Belgrade was selected as a physical framework for this research, as it has 
become a synonym for public political stage of the 90s, not only in this region. In 
terms of the timeframe, the year of 2000 has been selected as a starting point for 
the new era and different state of mind. Although daily events rarely confirm this 
difference, we leave this space open for exploration. 
 
The National Exhibition was presented through the original spatial structure of a 
distinctive visual value and meaning, forming the authentic response to the 
Quadrennial’s topic and the topic of Serbia’s appearance at the exhibition. At the 
same time, this installation was a spatial framework in which the most significant 
authors, projects and events from and around the theatre from the period of last 
five years was presented daily. In selection of theatre architecture, Belgrade was 
presented as a “city-stage” and as a “city-scene”. Belgrade festivals and events, 
particularly Bitef10 and Belef,11 which are permanently exploring stage potentials 
of the city by enlarging the already significant list of permanent, temporary and 
occasional stages in the city, was placed on the same level with architectural and 
technological projects, realizations and interventions, which have dramatically 
increased the scenic quality of Belgrade houses, objects and ambiences in the 
last couple of years (lighting design of the Belgrade Fortress, of the capital 
objects, bridges and urban spaces; reconstruction of the business centre 
Ušće;…). The third aspect of this phenomenon can be seen in the efforts of the 
City to reconstruct, adapt and technologically revitalize theatres and other objects 
of spectacle in Belgrade. In the Student section a special collective art installation 
represented the works of several hundred students of drama, visual or applied 
arts, music, architecture and all other areas that deal with the phenomena of 



scene and. Students of all faculties in Serbia were invited through a public 
competition to participate in the creation of this work, which was based on art 
photographs placed in a unique context. The theme of the photographs was “The 
Scene” in the broadest possible sense of the term, which can be found, read or 
placed into any venue or space. 
 
A thought on space, belonging to all 
 
One of the essential values of Serbia’s exhibition in Prague lies in the fact that 
this project neither gives answers nor offers solutions, but opens important 
questions for understanding and using contemporary city, especially in the 
Balkans, and more specifically, in the actual economical, political and ideological 
framework.  
 
The project entirely speaks in the language of exploration, architecture and 
scene, and speaks, above all, about the dualities and the multiplicity. Today, it is 
more than obvious that one single idea, direction, strategy, orientation or 
conviction, and therefore one single consistent and long-term action has never 
been possible in our environment. Incomplete cities and never fully formed 
spatial wholes within them, as well as the fragmented villages, are the natural 
outcome. And the result lays in  appreciation of our own dualities and therefore 
the dualities of Belgrade. In other words, we need to understand the duality, not 
in terms of the opposing poles, not even as juxtaposition, but as doublings, 
therefore not like a struggle but like a union of the opposites. In this sense, we 
see the future of public space in connecting, merging, overlapping and 
simultaneous existence of the differences at the economic, social, cultural, 
programme-related, functional, morphological, environmental and ecological 
levels. 
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